Bill of sale about used items
Important note: Both contract forms must be exact copies of each other and will at End signed – if there are no
details available for a specification, it should be commented as "unknown".

Both forms have to be filled out as true copies, one for each party.
Seller (private)

Buyer

▼Surname, first name

▼Surname, first name

▼Street name

▼Street name

▼Zip code...City

▼Zip code...City

▼Day of birth, Phone number

▼Day of birth, Phone number

▼Identity card, social security or passport number

▼Identity card, social security or passport number

▼Issuing authority

▼Issuing authority

purchase item(s) / article(s)
Objekt of purchase

►

Manufacturer

►

Model

►

Serial number

►

The article has the following characteristics :

The article has the following technical defects:
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Missing accessories originally being included:

The above mentioned seller affirms that the described goods are in exclusive property, not stolen
and are not misappropriated, and are free of third party rights.
Purchase price
By mutual agreement, the cash price to be paid in cash is:
EURO (in numbers) ►
EURO (in Words)

►

The seller expressly emphasizes this transaction being a private selling and liability for defects being excluded entirely according to existing EU law.
Seller (private)

Buyer

City

►

City

►

Date

►

Date

►

▼Signature of the seller

▼Signature of the buyer (for minors, the legal representative’s signature)

Full payment received
Purchase price in
EURO ►
Thanks for receiving the amount in cash.
City

►

Date

►

▼Signature of the seller

Annotation:
As the basis of this form the form "Allgemeiner Kaufvertrag von privat" of markt.de was used and can be downloaded for free by anyone.
Please refer: http://www.markt.de/contentId,AllgemeinerKaufvertrag/inhalt.htm there at „Allgemeiner Kaufvertrag von privat - Muster zum Download „. This form is just a demonstration of how
fillable forms can be created in LibreOffice. The Document Foundation and the creator of this form are not responsible for the use of this contract form, this is at your own risk.
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